I n t e r n a t ion a l D olph in W a t ch ( I D W )
Has an unblemished reputation as a non-profit organisation dedicated to
helping dolphins since it was founded by Dr Horace Dobbs in 1978.

Friends of IDW
NEWSLETTER
FEBRUARY 2009
I N TERN ATI ON AL D OLPH I N W ATCH ( I D W )
I S A GLOBAL FAM I LY OF D OLPH I N LOVERS
HELPING DOLPHINS AND PEOPLE
In the past, members communicated via the printed journal DOLPHIN.
Now information on the many activities of IDW including: conservation, dolphin
watching, books, conferences, dolphin shop etc. is disseminated much faster and
more efficiently via electronic Newsletters that can be downloaded with the click of a
mouse.
Please feel free to pass this Newsletter on to others. If they would like to be notified
when a new Newsletter is issued, plus information on its contents, contact: Kris email
mailto:idw@talk21.comm
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M ESSAGE OF LOVE, SYM PATH Y AN D H OPE
I love Australia. And I have innumerable Australian friends. Like the rest of the world I was
horrified when I saw the newsreel pictures of the death and destruction caused by the fires that
ravaged south Australia earlier this month. The grief and heart ache felt by those who had lost their
homes and worse still their loved ones touched me deeply.
I have witnessed hundreds of people come through trauma and tragedy by watching and swimming
with dolphins. It is still a mystery how or why dolphins have such a powerful, beneficial effect on
us humans. Whatever it is, it s real and it works.
There is a bountiful population of dolphins swimming freely around the coast of Australia. So I
suggest that those who can do so join a group led by a responsible skipper and have the experience
of just being amongst dolphins.
I have studied patients in clinical depression unashamedly laugh, cry and hug a stranger after a
dolphin encounter. When doing so they released negative emotions they kept locked inside
themselves. Thereby gaining the relief necessary to come through a traumatic and/or grieving
experience.
Nature has the answer for most of our problems if only we can find it and recreate it with
technology. It is often in surprising places. For instance the green/blue mould that grows on bread
and cheese is penicillium from which penicillin is obtained
I have recorded sensitive people become tearful during a virtual dolphin experience by watching a
dolphin film for instance. Another is listening to the Dolphin Dreamtime. Which shows that we can
indeed capture and recreate the healing essence of our cousins in the sea the dolphins.
So I send my love and sympathy to those who have been affected emotionally, directly and indirectly, by the
bush fires with the hope that in some way or other, you can touch into the healing essence of dolphins. It
certainly won t do any harm. And it could help you along the road of grief and sorrow to a place of inner
calm and peace.

Dr Horace Dobbs

England 14 February 2009
You can read more about Horace's love affair with Australia in the next Newsletter
(March 2009).
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PERSONALITY OF THE MONTH
Robbins Barstow PhD
Dr. Robbins Barstow, 89, received his Ph.D. in Educational
Administration from the University of Connecticut s School
of Education in 1967, while serving as Director of
Professional Development for the Connecticut Education
Association.
In 1974, he co-founded, with Bloomfield folk singer and
chantey man Donald Sineti, the all-volunteer, educational,
research and conservation Cetacean Society International
(CSI). Dr. Barstow was instrumental in having the sperm
whale designated as Connecticut s official state animal in
1975, to serve as a symbol of conservation and a
springboard for education. He coordinated the volunteer
construction in 1976 of Conny, the life-size, 60-foot,
ferro-cement model of a male sperm whale on the grounds
of the Children s Museum in West Hartford.
Now CSI Director Emeritus, Dr. Barstow has been actively involved for more than a third of a
century in the whale protection movement, on local, state, national, and international levels. He
attended numerous annual meetings of the International Whaling Commission, four times as a
member of the United States delegation. He lives with Meg, his wife of 66 years, in Wethersfield,
Connecticut, USA, a suburb of the state's capital, Hartford.

Barstow Whale and Dolphin Films
Now Accessible on Internet
By Robbins Barstow
The personal friendship of my wife Meg and me with Horace Dobbs goes back at least to October
24, 1983, when Horace spoke at a meeting of the then Connecticut Cetacean Society, in West
Hartford, Connecticut. The headline in our "Connecticut Whale" Newsletter that month read:
"British Author Horace Dobbs to Give Dolphin Talk October 24." That was the occasion, 25 years
ago, when he "climbed inside Conny before giving a presentation to the CSI," as he described it in a
2006 Email to William Rossiter, the current president of the now Cetacean Society International.
(Conny is a life-size, 20-meter long, ferro-cement model of a male sperm whale, built in 1976 by
hundreds of volunteers on the grounds of the Children's Museum in West Hartford, to serve as a
symbol of conservation and a springboard for education.) Five years later, in May of 1988, Horace,
Bill, Meg, and I were together again at an International Dolphin and Whale Conference at
Nambucca Heads in Australia.
I have now reached the age of 89, and I am so grateful to still be able to remain active as Director
Emeritus of the Cetacean Society, which was co-founded back in 1974 by folk-singer Donald Sineti
and me. In the 18 years during which I served as Executive Director of the Cetacean Society, I
participated in many of the annual meetings of the International Whaling Commission, four times as
a member of the United States delegation. I also helped organize and coordinated, in June 1983, at
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Boston, Massachusetts, the famous "Whales Alive" Global Conference on the Non-Consumptive
Utilization of Cetacean Resources. This first international gathering of its kind contributed
significantly to the phenomenal growth of worldwide whale watching and the extension of the kind
of benign human-cetacean interrelationships which International Dolphin Watch has so long
pioneered in, under the leadership and inspiration of Dr. Horace Dobbs.
In addition to my professional career as an educator in Connecticut, and the social activism which I
have shared throughout my life with my wife Meg and our three children, I have also been a lifelong amateur filmmaker, enjoying having produced, over seven decades, from the 1930's to the
1990's, a large number of family home movies, global travel adventure films and whale and dolphin
documentaries. Recently, a dozen of my films were accepted by the United States Library of
Congress as the "Robbins Barstow 20th Century Family Home Movie Collection," to be saved for
future generations. And on December 30, 2008, the Librarian of Congress, Dr. James Billington,
announced that one of my amateur films, "Disneyland Dream," about a family trip to Disneyland in
1956, had been named to the National Film Registry as one of 25 films selected in 2008, most of
them famous Hollywood features, to be among the 500 "culturally, historically, or aesthetically
significant" films now registered to be "preserved for all time."
But what I most want to let the "Friends of IDW" Newsletter readers know about is that just during
the past year I have been able to have uploaded to the internet 16 of my amateur film productions,
including 7 programs relating to whales and dolphins. These selections (which also include
"Disneyland Dream") are now accessible for free viewing, by anyone, anywhere in the world, with
access to the Internet. They may be called up by going to the web site
http://www.archive.org/index.php and typing in the search box "Barstow Travel Adventure . This
will bring up a listing of 16 different films, any one of which can be clicked on and played. They
include the following, which IDW members may be particularly interested in:
The Building of "CONNY": Life Size Sperm Whale Model (1976)
Newfoundland Whalewatching: The Humpbacks of Trinity Bay (1980)
Whale watching Adventures in Baja California (1986)
The Quest for the Great Sperm Whale (1991)
Heidelberg and Whales, with Folksinger Don Sineti (1992)
The International Whaling Commission: Two Historic Meetings (1993 & 1994)
Eyewitness to Extinction: The Chinese River Dolphin (2006)

I would be happy to receive
comments by Email from any
IDW members who may watch
any of these films, or to have them
write brief reviews on the Internet
site:
http://www.archive.org/index.php.
My email address is:
mailto:RobbinsB@aol.com

Dear Robbins
I am absolutely delighted to hear that you are still active and
that your films, which are part of the history and heritage of the
whale and dolphin movement, are now universally available via
the wonders of the Internet.
I still vividly recall my visit to the Conneticut Cetacean Society in
1983, the warmth of the reception I received, the songs and
exploring the inside of Conny - the hollow, life size, concrete
model of a sperm whale.
Horace Dobbs
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Cetacean Society International Celebrated Conny s 30th Birthday in July 2006

Under Conny's head, CSI's Director Emeritus Robbins Barstow's wife Meg was telling the crowd:
"Imagine me, climbing all over this whale, putting in 15 tons of cement with hundreds of
volunteers".
For three decades Conny has shown visitors to the Children's Museum in West Hartford,
Connecticut, just how big and magical a sperm whale really is, and prompted many to seek ways to
help all whales. Recently refurbished by CSI, he will continue to be a famous landmark working for
whales for many more decades. The large, tent-like structure on top of Conny's broad back in the
photo was a celebratory birthday hat.
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NEWS
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For further details visit: http://www.campaign-whale.org/
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More than 200 dolphins have beached themselves on Manila
Bay in the Philippines
From correspondents in Manila
Daily Telegraph
10th February, 2009
Residents saw huge pods of dolphins near the towns of Pilar and Abucay on the Bataan peninsula
west of Manila.
Bataan governor Enrique Garcia said at least three had died.
"This is an unusual phenomenon," Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources director Malcolm
Sarmiento told local radio, estimating the number of dolphins at "more than 200".
He said they could be reacting to a "heat wave or disturbance at sea" such as a possible major
underwater earthquake.
Since they are mammals, the dolphins have ears that are sensitive to large changes in pressure
underwater, he said.
"If their eardrums are damaged they become disorientated and they float up to the surface," he said.
Mr Sarmiento said authorities' first concern was to keep the dolphins alive, and experts were being
summoned to the area to help.
He said smaller pods of dolphins numbering "in the tens and twenties" had beached themselves
elsewhere in the Philippines previously, but this was the first time so many had done so at the same
time and place.

Crew cuts ice for dolphins but bid may have backfired:
expert
CBC News, February 20, 2009
Two local residents approach one of
the dolphins that had been stranded in
ice near Seal Cove, in
Newfoundland's White Bay. (Courtesy
of Norma Miller)
Distressed by the suffering of a group
of trapped dolphins, men in a small
Newfoundland outport took matters
into their own hands on Thursday and cut a path through ice in a bay.
The crew claims three dolphins
five of the mammals had been seen earlier this week in a small
patch of open water near Seal Cove, White Bay, on the island's northeast coast
made it out safely
to another area. The four men and a teenage boy counted four dolphins in the water when they
started their effort, which involved towing one of the creatures with rope.
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This montage of photos boan Borden shows the attempt of
five Seal Cove residents to rescue ice-stranded dolphins in
their community. (Courtesy of Joan Borden)
However, a whale rescue expert said the well-meaning effort
may have actually endangered the dolphins, whose plight
attracted international media attention this week.
"The people who went out in the boat thought they were
doing good for the animals," said Wayne Ledwell, who
arrived in Seal Cove on Thursday, but too late to prevent the
crew from cutting through the ice.
"But, in actual fact, they may have hurried their demise."
Ledwell, who watched the rescue unfold from the shore with
binoculars, said dolphins are usually frightened by motors.
He said some of them scattered when the crew's motorboat
approached the scene, and likely died after they swam away
to an area under heavy ice.
Ledwell said he wished that the fishermen had waited. Apart
from hoping that the wind would disperse the ice, he had
been working with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans
on a longer-term solution that would crack open the ice
farther away in the bay, but without harming the dolphins.

Needed to take action
But Roger Gavin said he and other fishermen needed to take
action immediately.
"They were beat right to death. They were exhausted," he
said. "They [look] better now
they were out swimming
around."
Using a small motorboat, the fishermen towed one dolphin
with rope out to a wider patch of open water, albeit one
which is still surrounded by ice.
Fisherman Melvin Rice said two more dolphins made it out
on their own, although a fourth likely died.
Rice and his friends have no experience at this, but he said
someone had to stop the animals' suffering. Residents in the
area, and others who heard about the story through the
media, had been calling on the Canadian Coast Guard to
break the ice in the bay.
"Nighttime, they'd been crying and everything," Rice told
CBC News.
"It'd be nice to try to get them out."
Federal fisheries officials had been reluctant to use an
icebreaker, arguing that the action of cutting through the ice
would actually have enclosed the small open area where the dolphins
which require access to air
in order to survive
had been trapped.
Ledwell told CBC News that the dolphin that had been towed appeared to be in shock late
Thursday. However, onlooker Lydia Banks said the local crewmen are heroes.
"Everybody was sitting around saying, 'OK, somebody go save 'em,' " she said.
"Then when they got out there, everybody was saying they should've left them alone."
Residents in the area are hoping that a change in the wind on Friday will clear away ice leading to
the open ocean.
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Dolphins get nose for fishing with sponge tool
By Chris Gourlay
The Sunday Times
January 4, 200
DOLPHINS have developed tools to help
them hunt for food, according to new
research, which suggests the mammals
could be even smarter than previously
thought.
Bottlenose dolphins from an extended
family in Australia s Shark Bay have taken to protecting their noses with pieces of sponge when
foraging for fish on the abrasive sea bed.
Scientists at Georgetown University in Washington DC believe a single dolphin discovered the
foraging technique by chance and then passed it on to her offspring. Its use has had a marked
impact on the dolphins hunting and social behaviour as the animals deploying the sponge tool
spend more time alone, rummaging through sand.
While several animals use tools by instinct such as birds that cover themselves with leaves for
camouflage
the US scientists say discovering a new tool is a direct sign of intelligence.
There s a strong link between animals with larger brains and tool users, said Janet Mann, a
marine biologist who led the research. Bottlenose dolphins have a brain second in size only to
humans.
Dolphins are already good at catching fish so they don t need tools, but they ve discovered this
sponge makes their job easier. Working out how to use tools in a creative way like that is a hallmark
of intelligence. The foraging technique came to light a few decades ago very recently in
evolutionary terms when a local fisherman spotted what looked like a strange tumour on a
dolphin s nose.
Researchers eventually worked out that the tumour was a conically shaped sponge and it became
apparent that the dolphins would spend considerable time searching for one the right shape to fit
their nose.
The sponge is used to scatter the sand gently on the sea floor and disturb buried fish. When a fish is
spotted, the dolphin drops the sponge and gives chase.
Scientists discovered that although dolphins tried to teach the hunting technique to all their young,
it was mainly female offspring that grasped the concept. Those males that use sponges for hunting
do so discreetly and avoid other male dolphins.
Mann admits we still do not understand dolphins well. It s hard to get inside their heads because
their brains are constructed differently and it s very hard to analyse their language, but they do seem
very intelligent, she said.
Dolphins are able to recognise themselves in mirrors and have complex societies and
personalities, she added. Most people agree that processing social information places a high
demand on the brain. However, manipulating a sponge requires a lot less brainpower than
manipulating a person.
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Sea sense
Dolphins display self-awareness and are able to recognise themselves in mirrors
They can interpret television images and copy human actions
Their echo-location system is better than the most advanced military sonar systems

Australian police probe Japanese whaling claims
SYDNEY (AFP)
21st February 2009
Australian police have boarded a militant anti-whaling
ship involved in a high-seas clash with Japanese
whalers and seized its logbooks and other material,
according to the ship's captain.
Skipper Paul Watson said officers armed with warrants
met his ship, the Steve Irwin, when it docked in the
southern city of Hobart late Friday.
They advised him they were authorised to seize video
and audio recordings, photographs, notes, log books,
GPS records and other navigational information, the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society said in a
statement.
Australian police told AFP they had launched an investigation at the request of the Japanese
authorities, who this year complained after activists hurled bottles of rancid butter at the whalers
and tried to board the ship.
However, they declined to say whether the investigation related to a specific incident.
"As a result of a formal referral from the Japanese authorities the AFP (Australian Federal Police) is
currently undertaking preliminary enquiries into the events that allegedly occurred in the Southern
Ocean," a spokeswoman said. She declined to comment on whether police boarded the ship or
removed items.
Japan, which says whaling is part of its culture, hunts up to 850 whales each year in the Antarctic
Ocean despite strong objections from political allies Australia and New Zealand.
But for the previous two seasons its catch was curbed largely because of harassment by
environmentalists.
Watson said Tokyo was applying acute diplomatic pressure to prevent the Sea Shepherd crew
showing footage taken during this year's whale hunt to the general public. "It's a very one-sided
affair," he said. "The Japanese ships have not been boarded by the Australian Federal Police; they
have not had their video and navigational data confiscated. They have not been questioned nor will
they be, yet they violently attacked my ship and crew in the Southern Ocean." Watson called off
his pursuit of the whalers earlier this month, saying the escalating conflict was becoming too
dangerous and could result in death.
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Japan kills whales using a loophole in a 1986 international moratorium on commercial whaling that
allows "lethal research" on the mammals, and makes no secret of the fact that the animals' meat is
then served as food.

Iceland to allow whaling in 2009
Reuters UK
Wed Feb 18, 2009
REYKJAVIK (Reuters) - Iceland's interim government said on Wednesday it would allow whale
hunting to go ahead this year but left in doubt whether the practice would be allowed to continue
beyond 2009.
Fishermen will be allowed to catch 100 minke whales and 150 fin whales during 2009, a decision
that will upset environmental groups and many in the international community.
Fisheries Minister Steingrimur Sigfusson said hunters should not take it for granted that whaling
would be permitted over the following four years, as proposed by the previous government.
The decision to resume whaling was taken despite international pressure and a promise by the new
government of Prime Minister Johanna Sigurdardottir to review a decision by the previous
administration to set new five-year quotas.
The United States, Germany, Britain, France, Finland and Sweden have called on Sigurdardottir to
drop the whaling plans.
An international moratorium on whaling has been in force since 1986.
Iceland ended a 20-year ban on commercial whaling in August 2006, issuing quotas that ran
through August 2007. After a temporary halt the country resumed whaling in May last year, despite
protests by environmentalists.
(Reporting by Omar R. Valdimarsson via Stockholm newsroom; editing by Tim Pearce)

Volunteers, Scientists Guard Endangered Whales
FLAGLER BEACH, Florida (CNN)
Glenn Wood and several other retirees lean on a wood rail on
the second story balcony of the Golden Lion Café -- a
beachside pub and restaurant in northern Florida.
Glenn Wood, 68, has been searching for right whales for five
years as a volunteer.
It's 8 a.m., so no one's here for French fries or beer-battered
fish. As the group gazes out into the ocean sunrise, they're scanning for North Atlantic right whales.
Wearing whale earrings, a flipper necklace and a blue windbreaker that says "Whale Watch Survey
Team" on the back, Wood says she's been coming to this spot -- the highest lookout point in the
area -- to search for whales once a week for at least five years.
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Each new calf the group spots gives her hope that the right whale -- a highly endangered and oftenoverlooked species -- will recover.
"Slowly, slowly they must be growing" in numbers, said Wood, 68. "I do feel like we're helping
this. We're hopeful."
And for once, scientists say they share Wood's optimism.
At least 32 new right whale calves -- more than ever recorded -- have been observed this season off
the coasts of Georgia and Florida, where the whales migrate to give birth between late November
and March. Only about 400 members of the species exist, and the massive mammal is thought to be
the most endangered of all the large whales.
For further information visit:
http://edition.cnn.com/2009/TECH/science/02/19/saving.right.whales/?iref=mpstoryview

RESEARCH
Do you want to SPEAK with dolphins
By Andrew Parker
DolphCom Solutions
Songs From The Sea:
Deciphering Dolphin Language with Picture Words

In an important breakthrough in deciphering dolphin language, researchers in
Great Britain and the United States have imaged the high definition imprints that
a dolphin sounds makes in water, for the first time.
The key to this new technique is the CymaScope, the brain child of British acoustic pioneer, John
Stuart Reid. The instrument reveals detailed structures within sounds allowing their architecture to
be studied pictorially. Using high definition audio recordings of dolphins, the research team, headed
by Reid and Florida-based dolphin researcher, Jack Kassewitz, has been able to image, for the first
time, the imprint that a dolphin sound makes in water. The resulting CymaGlyphs, as they have
been named, are reproducible patterns that are expected to form the basis of a lexicon of dolphin
language, each pattern representing a dolphin picture word.
For the full article visit: http://www.dolphcom.com.au/news/.
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EDUCATION
EDUCATION continues to be one of the main missions of International Dolphin Watch.
Dr Horace Dobbs, the author of Dilo and the Isle of the Gods, has always followed the principle
advocated by Professor Geoffrey Raismen FRS, one of Britain s top neuroscientists. Namely that
the key to good education is first to stimulate the imagination and thereby create a desire to learn.
From the start, Horace set about making his Dilo books highly entertaining to capture his readers
interests and stimulate their imaginations. By writing them from Dilo s point of view, Horace
cleverly gets his readers, young and old, to bond with the mischievous dolphin on his adventures
and escapades. By doing so they learn of the joy that these delightful sea mammals can bring into
human lives. Importantly, they also find out about some of the threats and dangers that dolphins
face. This in turn gets them thinking and caring, not just about dolphins, but also their habitat the
open sea. By activating the minds of his readers in this way there is a good chance that they will
become conservationists.
In the books, Horace introduces the notion that Dilo has a mission. But he keeps his readers
guessing as to just what that mission is. Well I, as the Editor, can let you into a secret. Dilo has
several missions. One of them is to make adults and children alike aware of the beauty and diversity
of life in the sea. A second is to make everyone aware of the need for conservation in order that our
wonderful undersea heritage can be experienced and enjoyed by future generations.

Dilo and the Isle of the Gods
The latest book in the Dilo Series by Horace Dobbs
Description:
Dilo and the Isle of the Gods is the latest in the series
of books by Horace Dobbs about a mischievous and
adventurous dolphin. Dilo sets out for a meeting with a
turtle at a beautiful but dangerous island. Powerful
gods live there causing volcanoes to erupt. Dilo is
accompanied by an unwanted passenger - a remora or
suckerfish, that attaches itself to Dilo and travels with
him wherever he goes. On the way to the island they
meet many creatures including a humpback whale,
sealions and an incredible whale shark. After the turtle
lays her eggs on the Isle of the Gods she gets into
mortal danger. Can Dilo save her? An accomplished
diver and photographer and founder of International
Dolphin Watch, Horace Dobbs describes the ocean and
its inhabitants accurately and with humour, making his
books both highly entertaining and effortlessly
educational. All the Dilo books can be enjoyed in their
own right or as part of a series.
ISBN: 9780 9541 72138
Star Books, 10 Melton Road, North Ferriby, East Yorkshire, HU14 3ET, England
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NEW FEATURE
The text of Dilo and the Isle of the Gods will be serialised

unabridged

and without illustrations - commencing in this issue of the Newsletter.
tail. It hit the sea with an almighty crack as loud
as a gunshot. Water flew into the air like a giant
fountain. It showered back onto the surface. Then
all was quiet.
Finning gently Dilo cruised beneath the sea. He
glided upwards towards the now flat surface.
Slowly the top of his head emerged from the
water. Like a dark dome it glistened in the
sunlight. With a great pphtt the dolphin took a
deep breath.
Dilo was excited. He had jumped higher than
he had ever done before.
He wished he could tell someone. But there
was no one. He most wanted to tell his mother. It
was she who had taught him how to jump. It was
she who had taught him how to use his magic
sound which humans called sonar. It was she who
had taught him how to crack the surface with his
tail so that it frightened the fish and made them
easier to catch.
When he was very young Dilo and his mother
explored the rocks and gullies in the bay where he
was born. She told him that he would always want
to wander. The Call of the Deep she had called it.
He had been on the move ever since.
Now Dilo hung quite still in the water. PAGE 10

1. High jump
DILO THE DOLPHIN WAS FEELING
RESTLESS.
I haven t had an adventure, a proper adventure,
for ages, he said to himself.
The dolphin looked around. There was blue
everywhere. The sun hung in a cloudless sky.
Shafts of sunlight beamed down. They faded into
the dark blue depths. Dilo hovered in the still
water and listened. All was silent.
The dolphin turned on his magic sound. No
echo came back. It picked out nothing.
I know what I can do, said Dilo continuing
to talk to himself. I will see how high I can
jump.
The dolphin drifted to the surface, took three
sharp breaths and curved downwards. With lazy
beats of his tail Dilo descended swiftly. Deeper
and deeper he went, straight down. The light
dimmed. The surface disappeared. He couldn t
see the bottom. He was in the deep inner space of
the ocean. There was emptiness everywhere as he
turned to
PAGE 7
face the surface.
Right, said Dilo to himself. Here goes.
Like a sprinter leaving the starting blocks Dilo
accelerated upwards. The world around him soon
became lighter. He saw the sun sitting on the
surface of the sea. Shafts of light flashed around
it. The dolphin headed straight for the disc of
dancing light. To Dilo it seemed as if it was
rushing towards him. Then he hit it.
Splintering the surface of the sea the dolphin
soared into the heavens. The water cascading
from his body fell back into the sea like a
sparkling waterfall. Higher and higher he rose.
Then, like a spent rocket, Dilo slowed. For a
speck of time he hovered stationary in the sky,
his head pointing at the sun. Then he let himself
fall, tail first into the sea. Dilo sank quickly.
Before he came to a stop the dolphin flexed his
body and flicked his tail furiously. In an instant
he was soaring upwards again. He burst through
the silvery surface and rocketed into the air.
The dolphin didn t fly as high as on his
previous jump. This time he arched over and
nose-dived back into the ocean. As his head
broke through the surface he lashed down with
his
PAGE 9

Life with his mother was always full of fun and
games. Indeed they were having a game when she
was caught in the fishing net that killed her. Dilo
thought about his mother. He remembered how the
ghosts of her dead friends had arrived to take her
soul into the next world. Dilo wanted to go with
her. But they told him it was too soon. They said
he had a mission. Dilo asked what his mission
was. The ghost dolphins told him he wouldn t find
out until he was on his journey through life. To
show he had a mission Dilo had a star on his
dorsal fin. It was a special star. Dilo s star could
only be seen by those who knew he had a mission.
Dilo wondered what his mission was.
PAGE 11

CHAPTER 2 will be in the March Issue of the
Friends of IDW Newsletter. An electronic copy of the
complete book can be downloaded from
http://www.lulu.com/content/2713995
and a hard copy of Dilo and the Isle of the Gods can
be ordered through
http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dolphin_shop.html
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Science Study, year 2/3 (6- 8years) Peria School,
Northland New Zealand
http://www.peria.school.nz/skoolyard.html

Poem comprised and written by these children
The Mangroves
Where the river meets the sea
A place we call the estuary
Along the shores the mangroves grow
And through it all the river flows
To the sea
We went down from Room 2
A mangrove study there to do
As we walked the crabs all slid
Into their holds wherein they hid
All along that muddy shore
Scurried, hurried
While all the time the river flowed
To the sea.
The river flows forever more
To the sea
The one thing that we can t ignore
As we walk along the shore
It all depends on me and you
What we think and what we do
If they stay forever more
If the river flows between the shores
To the sea
Please take care of air and sea
Please keep it here for you and me
We want to walk, explore the sea
See mangroves roots, pneumataphor.
But some folks disobey the law:
Please don t pollute! they just ignore
Go to the tip? That s just a bore!
They throw their rubbish on the shore!
The road along the river bank
Engineers we have to thank!
Bridges made to cross the sea,
Access there for you and me.
Cars roar by with their pollution
Tell me please of the solution
How water can run pure and free
To the sea
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Many creatures live and die
Birds live and feed and breed and fly
Fishes spawn and lay their eggs
Crabs scurry by with scuttling legs
They hide from birds
Evade the people
Popping down their waiting holes
Underground like tiny moles
Oysters, scum of life tide wide
Seasnails, whelks and many creatures
Seaweeds, mud, help make the features
That are mangroves
Oftimes lazy people pass
And throw their rubbish in the grass
Down into the mud it sinks
And lies and stays there and it stinks!
Killing creatures there that sleep
In their habitats
These thoughtless folks ignore the law
As they drive along the shore
To the sea
Mangrove trees grow tall and strong
From propagules that drop from branches
Into the sea to take their chances
Some catch the bank and stop and sprout
Some miss the shore and drift right out
To sea where many die
We see them bob as they float by
Taken by the racing tide
Miss the shores where they are wide
On and on and on they glide
The river flows for ever more
To the sea
Herons, banded rail, we think
Endangered birds could be extinct
If we don t protect the trees, the shore
And help the river to be free
So it can flow forever more
To the sea
Control the cars! Remove the dump!
Allow the reeds and plants to clump.
Be careful where you tread and jump.
And should you see a girl or boy
Or anyone who would destroy
This place that s nature s nursery

Then tell them! Help them! Make them see!
Preserve this place, this sanctuary.
Guard our mangroves, keep them free
To grow and let our rivers flow
To the sea.
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CH I LD REN S COM PETI TI ON
D r a w a Pict u r e of D ilo or on e of D ilo s fr ie n ds
International Dolphin Watch (IDW), a worldwide organisation of dolphin lovers, has a special
interest in education. IDW will send Dilo books signed by the author, as a prize in a competition
open to schools and individuals.
IT'S EASY TO ENTER
No age limit All you have to do is to discuss it with a teacher, draw a picture of Dilo or one of
Dilo s friends and Email it to mailto:idw@talk21.com or post to International Dolphin Watch, 10
Melton Road, North Ferriby, East Yorkshire HU14 3ET, ENGLAND.
PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR NAME, AGE AND ADDRESS OF YOUR SCHOOL.

DILO GOES TO GERMANY
Everyone who knows Dilo also knows that this special and unique dolphin is very curious. Perhaps
he just wanted to find out whether there are people in Germany whose hearts he could win. And
indeed he did!
When the Dilo books (1-5) came to us to Munich in February 2008 and when Dilo asked us if we
would like to translate his adventures, we enthusiastically said yes not knowing where all this
would lead to.
We Anita and Raimund Scheerer are no professional translators. Raimund had studied English
and had spent 1 year as a German Assistant Teacher at the High School in Formby (near
Liverpool). A few years later he became a policemen (11 years on patrol) and taught English to
police-trainees for 14 years.
Anita had spent many years in the banking-business and in the development of EDP-programs,
before she started up her own business in the field of health care and provisions and since then she
works with dolphin-energy very often, among other things (http://www.delfin-licht-bad.de/).
So we spent many hours side by side at the PC. Raimund did the translations and Anita typed it
simultaneously. Often it was like an obsession or even addiction, because we were eager to know
how Dilo s adventures continued. Horace has got this wonderful gift to describe everything in
detail, so that you feel you are part of it and involved.
From the very start it was Anita s greatest wish that the German
edition of the books should look exactly like the originals. She had
the vision that sometime or other all the children of the world will
know Dilo and will thus become on ambassador of peace ,
because all the children will recognize the Dilo covers.
This wish and vision came true in December 2008 with the first
book Dilo und der Ruf der Tiefe (English title: Dilo and the Call
of the Deep), but it was an exciting and thrilling way until they got
to this point.
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After having translated the books, Anita got in touch with Horace and she thought it would be just
that simple to replace the text and the books would be ready for printing. But she was badly
mistaken, because Dilo came to life long before the digital age and didn t exist in digital format.
First disappointment was big and Horace s proposal, to cut up the original books in order to scan
the illustrations, caused consternation and horror in Anita. But as there was no other way to be
successful, Anita took a carpet-knife, i.e. a very sharp knife, and cut out page after page with a
broken heart.
When the books were finally on the PC, following the example set by the English originals, it took
a long time finding a publishing house. Horace and Anita discussed various possibilities and finally
found a very good solution. Anita founded her own publishing house called Dilo Stern (Stern =
star, which means Dilo s star on his dorsal fin).
Before ordering to print the book Dilo und der Ruf der Tiefe , Anita sent a circular to about 250
people at the beginning of November 2008. In this circular she introduced Dr. Horace Dobbs as
founder of IDW and IDEAL (Integrated Dolphin Education and Learning) and as author of the Dilo
book and asked for help and assistance concerning the production costs. For this financial interest
everyone would get at least one book plus the German edition of the booklet Fascinating Facts
about dolphins and their world (Faszinierende Tatsachen über Delfine und ihre Welt). In this way
already 68 books made their way into the German-speaking arena. And of course we re trying to
sell many many more.
It was a great pleasure for us, to give Horace the
first ten German copies in an unexpected and
strange way. Horace wrote a wonderful Christmas
story about this in the January 09 Newsletter.

priced 11,95

Anita promised Horace to open a German
branch of IDW and to bring the IDEAL project
back to life in Germany. The website www.idwdeutschland.de is already reserved and will be
filled with life step by step. There also exists a
Dilo Stern Shop , where you can order via EMail (dilo-stern@idw-deutschland.de) the book
Dilo und der Ruf der Tiefe for the time being,
(plus shipping charges). Gradually there will be offered other Dilo/dolphin items.

The second book of the Dilo series Dilo schließt Freundschaften (Dilo Makes Friends) will be
published by Dilo Stern before Easter 2009.
Dear friends of Dilo, IDW and the dolphins, thank you very much for helping us to make Dilo
famous in the whole German-speaking arena. Tell all your relatives, friends, acquaintances and
colleagues that Dilo tells about his experiences and adventures in the German language now!!
One more request: Anita urgently needs help and assistance for translating the varied and numerous
information, which you can find at http://www.idw.org/. Also for translating the newsletters and for
the transfer/introduction of the IDEAL project in Germany. Many thanks for getting in contact with
me (Anita), if possible in German, through mailto:ideal@idw-deutschland.de or mailto:info@idwdeutschland.de
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We are very happy to be a part of the dolphin-friendsfamily and we send our kindest regards and greetings
from Munich to you all. Until next time,
Anita Scheerer and Raimund Scheerer

CONSERVATION
Posted on behalf of Elsa Nature Conservancy - Japan:
Protest against planned delfinarium in Japan
Dear Dolphin Defenders,
We have a real chance of stopping a proposed dolphinarium in Kyoto, Japan. The latest survey
indicates that 70% of the city is OPPOSED to the plan.
If you want to help, please sign-on to a letter urging the mayor of Kyoto to scrap the plan. The
mayor will make his decision soon. We must deliver this letter in a few days. Please sign-on now.
If you want to be added to the sign-on list contact me at: mailto:ricobarry@bellsouth.net
Thank you
Ric O'barry
http://www.savejapandolphins.org/

Dear Mr. Daisaku Kadokawa, Mayor of Kyoto city
We, the undersigned animal welfare, environmental and wildlife conservation organizations, are
deeply concerned about your plans to build the biggest inland aquarium/dolphinarium in Kyoto
city. We hereby urge you to withdraw the plans immediately, for the following reasons:
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1. Japan already has over 50 captive dolphin facilities. Constructing yet another dolphinarium
translates into the capture of more wild animals for public display. As you know, dolphins
in Japan are captured by the method of the so-called dolphin drive hunt; which is a practice
that has been internationally condemned. The World Association of Zoos and Aquariums
(WAZA) has officially admitted that the dolphin drive hunt is exceptionally cruel and
violates WAZA's Code of Ethics. WAZA has issued a warning to its members not to
purchase dolphins from these hunts. The Japanese Association of Zoos and Aquariums is a
member of WAZA and is therefore obligated to abide by its Code of Ethics.
2. You argue that the construction of a captive dolphin facility in Kyoto City serves the
purpose of allowing children in Kyoto to experience the ocean and learn about nature. In
reality, however, no one can experience the true nature of dolphins by watching a captive
dolphin display, which mainly consists of concrete tanks, filled with artificial sea water
and confined marine mammals. To confine sonic and free ranging marine mammals in small
tanks constitutes severe animal cruelty, in that it violates the dolphins' most fundamental
physiological and behavioral requirements.
3. Kyoto reflects Japan's culture more strongly than any other city and is even referred to by
some as "the hometown of all Japanese." This beautiful city is a world-renowned tourist
destination and, thanks to the Kyoto Protocol, has gained status as an international symbol
of environmental awareness and responsibility. The construction of a dolphinarium in Kyoto
will permanently destroy the foundation for Kyoto s international fame. People worldwide
are becoming more environmentally conscious and, as they gain more insight into the
animal suffering connected with the capture and confinement of dolphins, they will refuse
to visit a city that promotes such animal abuse.
We urge you to make the right decision and stop the proposed dolphinarium. In doing so, you would
be sending an important message to the rest of the world about Kyoto's continued respect for
wildlife and its inhabitants.
Very truly yours:
If you would like to sign this as a Member of International Dolphin Watch please contact Ric
O barry at: mailto:ricobarry@bellsouth.net

Irawaddy Dolphins at Chilika Lake, Orissa, India

Drawing of O. brevirostris © Wurtz-Artescienza (see links).
The Irrawaddy dolphin resembles the beluga whale Delphinapterus leucas in general appearance
and certain anatomical features. Recent morphological and genetic studies, however, consistently
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place it in the family delphinidae and its closest relative might be the killer whale Orcinus orca
(Arnold, 2002).
The mobile head of the Irrawaddy dolphin is broadly rounded and there is no sign of a beak. The
dorsal fin is small, the flippers broad, paddle-like and highly mobile. The colour pattern varies
regionally between dark grey to light grey, and in Australian animals, the belly is white and the
flanks light grey to brown. Maximum recorded length is 275 cm, but on average only 210 cm, with
a body mass of 115 - 130 kg (Arnold, 2002)

Report by Hazel Armstrong
I am the first to admit that I know very little about Dolphin but on having booked to visit Orissa
state in North East India and stay in the small town of Puri in order to visit the ancient Sun Temple
at Konark, further reading of my travel literature revealed the Irawaddy Dolphins of Chilika Lake
were not far away and sounded interesting. Life is a quest for knowledge so I decided to take time
to see what I could glean about them.
My husband and I set off early in the morning to drive the 50km south west to the village of
Satapada where we had been told we would be most likely to see the dolphins and could readily
access a small boat.
On our arrival we found a newish interpretation centre and the staff were most helpful in filling us
in about the precarious situation for the dolphins. The most recent count was 115 adults (down from
165) with most of these being found towards the north of the lake and there had been only one birth
in the last 3 years which seems to suggest that the population may dwindle fairly rapidly fairly soon.
The Lake itself is the largest salt water lagoon in Asia and varies in expanse between the monsoon
and the dry season 1165sq km and 906 sq km. The maximum length is 64.30km and max breadth
18km narrowing to 5km in places with many small island some of which are inhabited and cover in
total 223 sq km. He depth varies from 0.38metres to 4.2 metres.
The fresh water, which feeds into the lake, comes via 52 rivers and rivulets from a catchment area
of 3560 sq km, the four main rivers being the Daya, Mahanadi, Bhargavi and Luna. The lagoon is
separated from the Bay of Bengal by a sand bar 60Km in length with a narrow opening at the north
eastern end of a narrow outer channel some 32 km in length. High tides drive salt water into the
channel and thence the lagoon in the dry season and during the monsoon the reverse happens and
fresh water washes through the lagoon and out to sea. In recent years, to improve the water flow a
new mouth has been cut through the sandbar close to Sipakuda village, 9km south west of the old
mouth. The cut is 280 metres wide, 12 metres deep.
Chilika has been declared a Ramsar Site since 1981 and in 2002 the Chilika Development Authority
won the Ramsar Wetland Conservation award for the best managed wetland. From the migratory
bird perspective it s an exceptionally good site, but from the dolphin aspect there are it seems some
problems.
Deforestation, mostly for fuel and bamboo for traps, on the western edge has led to a rapid increase
in sedimentation and much of the shallow northern end is now extensive rice paddy, the next
shallow level has been promoted for prawn farming and the depth seems to be constantly decreasing
although quite recently 26 sediment monitoring stations have been set up at various points around
the lagoon.
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There are 132 fishing villages actually on the lagoon, almost 300 more in the surrounding area with
over 33,000 active fishermen all of whom put a strain on the resources of the area coupled with the
pollution caused by the run off of pesticides and fertilizers from the paddy fields and the
unregulated prawn farming it would be interesting to see through scientific study what effect this is
having on the dolphin population.
I was concerned however by the sheer numbers of tourist boats going out to view the dolphins.
There must have been in excess of 150 boats moored on the one jetty and there are a total of 12
jetties around the lake. They are very shallow draught with a fairly narrow beam and long pole
outboards, however in mitigation I must say that on sighting dolphins close by they do switch off
and withdraw the outboards and revert to punting with a long bamboo pole, something that also has
to be done in the shallowest areas as well although the fishing boats seem not to conform to this
ritual.
We saw around 25 dolphins and they did seem to be active and fat if that is a word that can be
used for dolphins. There is an obvious interest in people seeing the dolphins as well as the bird life
and to a degree it is probably regulated by the cost of hiring a boat, but as incomes increase no
doubt there will be pressure to employ more people with more boats in an ever-decreasing amount
of water.
What is the future for the Irawaddy Dolphins of Chilika Lake? I know very little about the subject
as stated at the start, but as an outsider I would have thought that a small amount of judicious
dredging in one area, checks on salinity and food supply coupled with a no entry no fishing zone
would at least in the short term give them a fighting chance of increasing by at least giving them
peace to breed and rear young and a chance to study the results scientifically. Whether any of this
can work or can happen remains to be seen, but for the time being we can only hope for a recovery
in numbers so future generation can see these unusual creatures in their natural habitat.

New Bahamas Reserve Protects Marine Life From Development
By Juliet Eiperin
Washington Post Staff Writer
Friday, January 23, 2009
The Bahamas government has created a marine reserve off the island of North Bimini, preserving
critical mangrove habitat and a shark nursery that had come under threat from a resort there.
The reserve, which will be protected from most fishing and other "extractive activities," is home to
endangered species such as the Nassau grouper and the Bimini boa, as well as a vibrant nursery for
lemon sharks.
The decision -- approved by the Bahamas cabinet Dec. 29 but announced last week -- is a setback
for the Bimini Bay Resort and Marina, which has been clearing some of the island's mangroves to
build a hotel, a golf course, a casino and two marinas, some of which have already been
constructed.
Prime Minister Hubert Ingraham had initially considered establishing the reserve in the late 1990s,
but his party lost power in 2002, and the development proceeded. Ingraham's party won back
control in 2007.
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Philip Weech, director of the Bahamas Environment, Science and Technology Commission, said
the government concluded that the mangroves on North Bimini's North Sound contribute to the
nation's fisheries as well as tourism.
"It is vital for the fisheries in the area to retain the ecosystem in that area," Weech said, adding that
the reserve "helps us also to deal with the issue of climate change, flooding, storm surge and the
biodiversity that's there."
Under the plan, the government will allow traditional land crabbing in the protected area, along
with limited catch-and-release bonefish fishing.
Samuel Gruber, a University of Miami professor who has studied lemon sharks for nearly 20 years
as head of the Bimini Biological Field Station, called the creation of the reserve "miraculous."
Gruber and four colleagues published a scientific paper last year showing that dredging in the North
Sound for the resort construction in March 2001 had cut the first-year survival rates of juvenile
lemon sharks there by more than 23 percent.
Ellen Pikitch, executive director of the Institute for Ocean Conservation Science at Stony Brook
University, who has collaborated with Gruber on his shark research, said the Bahamas' decision is
significant because mangroves represent "essential fish habitat, and they're dwindling all over the
globe."
The Bimini Bay Resort and Marina did not return calls seeking comment yesterday. Weech said any
further development, including the planned construction of a golf course, would be allowed only if
it did not jeopardize the reserve.
Demian Chapman, a Stony Brook professor who has also conducted research in Bimini, said the
golf course "would be a disaster" because it would damage the reserve's water quality.
"It's just like having a sewage plant next door," he said.

Bimini

Just 50 miles east of Miami, North and South Bimini are
the two biggest islands in the Bimini group, which
stretches for 28 miles across the Gulf Stream. Known as
the big-game fishing capital of The Bahamas, this chain
has its deep-water side facing west, where the sea is rich
in tropical fish such as wahoo, marlin and sailfish.
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OPERATION SUNSHINE
www.operationsunshine.org

Bimini Dolphin Fun in the Sun
CLICK H ERE TO VIEW TH E BIMIN I OPERATION SU N SH IN E PROGRAM film e d by An d re w
Parker edited by Elise Bailey

Dr. Horace Dobbs joined both of the one-week expeditions to Bimini in the Bahamas organized by
the registered charity in October/November 2008

A personal message by Dr Horace Dobbs Founder of International Dolphin
Watch and Patron of UK Based Charity Operation Sunshine Family Therapy
Programmes http://www.operationsunshine.org/
CONGRATULATIONS to Andrew Parker for his excellent video that really captures the spirit of
joy and freedom, which is the foundation of the OPERATION SUNSHINE family therapy
programmes - a registered charity founded by Jackie Connell who has put in a prodigious amount of
energy and love into helping families with special needs.
OPERATION SUNSHINE
Jackie s programmes are not focused exclusively on those with identified neurological problems
such as autism and clinical depression. They recognize that the ones who look after those with
special needs are often going through trauma and stress themselves. And are therefore also in need
of help!
HOLISTIC APPROACH
The holistic nature of the OPERATION SUNSHINE approach combines orthodox medicine
combined with various complementary therapies - of which swimming with free dolphins is an
integral part - but not the entire focus. The aim being to find out which combination of these best
suits all concerned. And which may be different for each member of that family.
ART THERAPY
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Spontaneous art is a therapeutic activity used in many institutions that care for special needs. Its aim
is to release the minds of the all those involved from the problems of day-to-day life and let them
wander freely into whatever creative realms their artistic endeavours take them.
In Bimini, Jackie introduces art as an optional activity with the help of a local multi-discipline artist,
who provides all of the materials needed after the families have wandered along the beach combing
it for shells and other items they can incorporate in a montage.
The art classes - which allow those taking part to express themselves in any way they wish - are
conducted with enormous joy and fun.
The originality and diversity of the finished works of art always astounds me. Their individually
unique nature makes me aware of how different we all are and that we all have qualities that that
may not be appreciated or respected by those around us. Think of Vincent van Gough who
committed suicide because nobody recognized what he was trying to say through his art.
DOLPHINS*DESPAIR*TRAGEDY*ROMANCE*JOY
Twenty nine year old Craig Bowler was a member of the first
group that went to Bimini 2008. For him, Operation Sunshine
was a life changing experience. Craig became so depressed in
2007 that in an attempt to commit suicide, he climbed an
electric pylon and put 33,000 volts through his body.
Miraculously he survived, but had to have to have both of his
legs and an arm amputated. While in hospital, he fell in love
with his physiotherapist, Abby, who worked with him as he was
being fitted with new metal legs. And she fell in love with him!
The two decided to get married at Queenstown on the tiny
Bahamian island of Bimini.
A MARRIAGE MADE IN HEAVEN
The twenty strong Operation Sunshine group was based at the
WildQuest Centre on a part of the island well separated from
Queenstown. The main mode of transport on Bimini is the golf cart. I was volunteered to give away
the bride who I had met for the first time just a few days earlier. So when the wedding day came
Abby and I travelled half the length of the island sitting on the back of a golf cart waving at the
laughing, smiling, cheering, black native population who made their visitors so welcome. I then
escorted Abby across a beach of silver sand down an isle of conch shells, each with a flower
blossom.
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Bimini Dolphin Paradise
The service took place under a palm arch a few metres from a
vivid, sparking blue sea. When the service was over the couple,
including the groom on his new NHS legs, walked happily to a
table on the beach where they both signed the register.
On 10th January 2009 I attended Craig and Abby s wedding blessing in the town of Olney, England
where they live. With his new legs hidden inside smart black trousers and wearing a cravat tie,
Craig could have been a film star. His beautiful wife, Abby, dressed in her wedding gown was again
accompanied by Sonya as her Maid of Honour with her two delightful daughters, Ellie and
Annabelle, as Bridesmaids.
They all walked from Craig and Abby s house in the bitter cold to the Olney Centre for a blessing
in which the bride and groom renewed their wedding vows. There could not have been a starker
contrast between the event in Queenstown on Bimini and that in Olney in Buckinghamshire. What
was common on both occasions was joy and the obvious love that Abby and Craig had for one
another. At the reception at the Marle Inn in nearby Milton Keynes the happy couple told me that
they planned to start a family.
THE MORAL OF THIS STORY, which would make a great movie, is that out of despair and
tragedy can grow romance and joy - with a little help from the dolphins.

Dolphins in Bimini
Photo by Dave Sitton
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Retreats in Bimini with Wildquest, Human- Dolphin
Connection

In today s world it can sometimes seem hard to find a place for ourselves where we
can be recognized as an individual, where we can love and be loved and where we
can find our inner peace. Being around dolphins or whales is a fantastic opportunity
to drop into these expansive spaces and to recharge our battery called "life".
For information about the week long retreats with wild dolphins on Bimini in
the Bahamas and their current discounts visit http://www.wildquest.com/.

NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
THIS IS YOUR NEWSLETTER - PLEASE KEEP YOUR STORIES COMING

W E ARE CREATI N G A GLOBAL N ETW ORK OF D OLPH I N
LOVERS THAT CARE ABOUT OTHERS AND THE EARTH
WE SHARE.
Email your news to me at mailto:jackieconnell@btinternet.com.
The Friends of IDW Newsletter is FREE but if you would like to support the work of IDW to
help dolphins and people, you can still make a donation or adopt a dolphin through the Dolphin
Shop http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dolphin_shop.html.
Friends of IDW can advertise on http://www.dolphinfriend.com. Email our Webmaster Terry
Connell on mailto:terry.connell1@btinternet.com
International Dolphin Watch has always striven to encourage youngsters to take part in dolphin
activities. I hope therefore, that you will enrol as many children as you can to become DOLPHIN
FRIENDS and encourage them to contribute to future Newsletters.
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